uTraxx.net
Dream of an easily customizable ERP
with simple operation and artificial intelligence?

uTraxx.print
From craft to industrial production

Consistency is the magic word of digital transformation. With uTraxx 4.0 you are breaking new ground in
terms of automation, standardization and accelerated
processing of your print productions. The linking of
upstream and downstream systems enables integrated
processes without media breaks.

With the printing industry extension, the uTraxx.ERP
becomes a fully automatic calculation system for print
shops.
The identification of intelligent production processes
and the real-time cost comparison ensure optimal
conditions.

uTraxx 4.0 includes a flexible webshop integrated in
real-time from capture to production.
All web-to-print and print-on-demand areas are supported: customization, mass personalization, reprints,
fast entry with direct calculation, warehouse release
and account management.
Web shops of other manufacturers can be connected
via interfaces.

Always one step ahead
Automatic calculation
The system proposes the best procedure for each
edition by automatically launching and calculating
the process paths, taking into account the available
materials.

Delivery logistics
Products are stored as semi-finished or finished products. The delivery process is staggered immediately or
by appointment and retrieval.
You can manage any number of products or delivery
addresses per order and deliveries can be triggered.

Production control
The production department constantly receives information about planning board, task management and
JDF. The production progress is traceable in real time.
The customer can be integrated into the process via
web portals.

Costing / bill
The effective costs are collected via the company data
collection and are transparent in the accounting. Deliveries can be grouped into collective invoices.
All production, delivery and invoice data serve as the
basis for freely definable statistics.

Take the first step
to redesign your company.
How can you become even more successful in the new digital reality?
uTraxx supports you on the path of digitization and helps you to build your own
customized ERP.
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